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M&K Sound S150 25 Years Limited Silver Edition birthday present for a classic
From Hollywood blockbusters like Star Wars to
the Saturday Live Night
Show, professionals from
film, broadcast and music
production studios have
been relying on the incorruptible speakers from
M&K Sound for decades,
and the S150 monitor is
an essential part of this
success story. 25 years
after its appearance, the
manufacturer is presenting
an exclusive special series
of this exceptional loudspeaker, limited to 250
units, which has perfected
it even further thanks to a
newly developed crossover
with the best components, high-quality internal cabling
and a special finish.
The Danish manufacturer M&K Sound has made an excellent name for itself as one of the first Dolby THX-certified
loudspeaker manufacturers worldwide for studio and
sophisticated home theater installations. One of the undisputed milestones in the company’s history was and is the
legendary high-end monitor S150, which is celebrating its
25th birthday this year. On the occasion of this anniversary
Miller & Kreisel is presenting a limited special series of the
S150, which duly honors the outstanding position of this
loudspeaker with even more refined technology and an
elaborate paintwork.
M&K S150: a legend for 25 years
The proud name of Miller & Kreisel goes back largely to
the S150 monitor, which has been built almost unchanged
for 25 years and which has long since achieved cult status
in countless studio and cinema installations. The countless
reference users include Hollywood’s best-known mastering studios, the legendary Saturday Night Live Show and

broadcasts of Grammy
and Oscar awards, as well
as groundbreaking music
productions such as the
Carl Nielsen Symphonies
of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra or the
pop productions of the
legendary sound engineer
Chris Lord- Alga. With
the new 25 Years Limited
Silver Edition, the S150
receives the recognition
it deserves - but at the
same time the manufacturer is setting an unmistakable mark for the next
25 years of an incorruptible sound reference.
The essence of over 40 years
of loudspeaker development
Two 5.25 “woofers made of fiberglass and no fewer than
three 1.1” fabric domes, which are specially manufactured
for M&K Sound by the Danish manufacturer Scan-Speak,
help the passive S150 to achieve an unprecedentedly
controlled radiation behavior and the incorruptible sound
properties that Studio work are essential. The word “sound
properties” is almost inappropriate at this point, because
the S150 does not “sound” at all on its own. Instead, it
opens up a clear and broad view of every detail of the
recorded material, which allows the sound engineer to
effortlessly focus on both individual aspects and the “big
picture”. The uncompromising sound fidelity also makes
the S150 the perfect playing partner for demanding stereo
setups in the living room at home.

25-Years-Limited-Silver-Edition
makes good even better
The special edition of the S150, which is limited to 250
individually hand-numbered copies, not only celebrates the

25th anniversary of a loudspeaker that has held up as a
mixing and mastering reference like no other for decades,
but also raises it technically and visually to an absolute
high- End level. Even if the elaborate special paintwork in
elegant space gray with the matching loudspeaker grille
effectively underlines the special status of the anniversary
model, its true values are, as is so often the case, hidden
inside. The crossover was carefully optimized even further
using the highest quality audiophile components from
the Danish manufacturer Jantzen and the internal cabling
was carried out with Snow Wires from Van den Hul. Both
ensure even further improved space, Depth graduation
and transient reproduction with lower distortion, which
guarantees long, fatigue-free work. In addition, individual
cable terminals for tweeters and woofers ensure consistent
bi-wiring or bi-amping capability. High-quality cable bridges
are included for conventional single-wire operation. The 25
Years Limited Silver Edition of the S150 monitor from M&K
Sound is the unique opportunity to get a longstanding
monitor legend in absolute visual and sonic perfection and
is sure to quickly become a sought-after collector’s item.
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General information, prices and availability
The 25 Years Limited Silver Edition of the S150 Monitor
from M&K Sound is distributed in Germany by Audio
Reference GmbH and is available in a limited edition of 250
copies with a unit price of 2,000.00 euros (including VAT;
while stocks last).
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